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AFGHAN WIRELESS LAUNCHES HIGH DEFINITION VOICE
COMMUNICATIONS THROUGHOUT AFGHANISTAN

	Kabul, Afghanistan?May 26, 2015?The Afghan Wireless Communication Company (AWCC) (www.afghan-wireless.com), the

nation's first mobile communications company, the founder of Afghanistan's mobile communications market and a leading
provider of voice, data and mobile banking services to consumers and businesses, announced the launch of AWCC's HD Voice
Service?a premium solution available only to AWCC clients?which dramatically improves the clarity and experience of mobile to

mobile voice communications.

AWCC's HD Voice Service harnesses leading-edge innovations in Adaptive Multirate Wideband Technology(W-AMR), to

provide clear, high-quality voice communications to AWCC's subscribers utilizing the Company's nationwide 2.5G and 3G network.

Available only to AWCC clients using HD Voice capable mobile devices, HD Voice Service provides AWCC's customers with the

highest-quality, crystal clear, naturally sounding voice calls available in Afghanistan today. By using wideband technology and

further noise cancellation feature enhancements now available on most Smartphones, AWCC's HD Voice Service also significantly

reduces background interference.

Sensitive enough to detect and transmit the full range of the human voice, HD Voice Service allows AWCC clients to speak in their

natural tones and be heard. AWCC's HD Voice Service means the end of broken-up conversations and muffled voices. HD Voice

Service also provides businesses with crystal-clear conference calling capability. HD Voice enabled conference calls enables

individual voices to be distinguished?even during multiple conversations.

?AWCC's HD Voice Service coupled with our vastly superior 3G (HSPA+) Internet delivery system proves once again that we drive

innovation within Afghanistan's wireless communications sector?our clients enjoy services and voice communications quality that

are unmatched by our competitors,? said Amin Ramin, AWCC's Managing Director. ?AWCC's HD Voice Service is especially

essential for Afghan businesses?for example, companies that conduct large scale conference calls, customer service centers and

emergency services providers?for whom clear voice communications are critical to their success.?

AWCC's subscribers now join a rapidly expanding worldwide community of 300,000,000 mobile subscribers who use HD Voice

Services, highlighting AWCC's position as Afghanistan's premier provider of global-class communications services.

 

About Afghan Wireless:

The Afghan Wireless Communication Company (AWCC) (www.afghan-wireless.com), is Afghanistan's first wireless
communications company and the founder of Afghanistan's wireless communications market.Launched in 2002 by Mr. Ehsan
Bayat, Chairman of The Bayat Group (www.bayat-group.com), AWCC provides 2.5G, 3G and High-Speed 3.75G Voice, Data,

Internet and Mobile Banking Services to more than four million Business and Consumer Clients, located in all of Afghanistan's
thirty-four provinces. The Company has global partnerships with 425 wireless carrier networks in 125 countries.

A leader of Afghan-based economic development, AWCC's provides employment to more than 6,000 Afghans through its direct

operations and employs more than 100,000 other Afghan citizens through its ecosystem of dealers and vendors. Additional

information about AWCC is available at www.afghan-wireless.com orwww.tsiglobe.com.
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